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H ow w e select your articles

The best we can do is see the richness
in our lives and in the moment

Some of you may wonder why your piece is
or is not published in the next issue. Here is
an explanation of our guidelines. There is a
process that we follow to put together an
issue with your stories, poems, photos, and
artwork.
The process involves the Editor-in-Chief
(John Averell), the Production Manager (Ed
Goldstein), and the Staff (Board) of Editors.
There is never a guarantee that a piece will
(or will not) be published in any given issue.
Here is the sequence.
v

When you find goodness in others
you find it in oneself
Support each other, commending,
appreciating, and encouraging,
feed the soul
One can work wonders by believing
and having faith in a higher power
There is a hunger for love and acceptance
more than quenching the need for food

You send your submission to me, by an
email attached document or text, or
printed copy in cubbie, or handwritten
copy, or by interview.

v

I do what is necessary to put text into
rough standard format, with initial text
editing, and forward to Ed Goldstein.

v

Ed and I make initial decision whether it
is publishable by our rules: non-fiction,
not derogatory or controversial, written
by resident.

v

We both make a first edit, with
suggestions and comments to be shared
with author on rewrites, compaction,
breaking up story, making it a better
piece, and shortening to two pages.

v

An inventory is put together of stories
and poems properly formatted, and
circulated to editorial Board for
evaluation, comments, and a numerical
rating of quality and interest to
residents.

v

Editing continues, with help of staff
editors if possible. New inventories are
sent out with any new submissions, and
any rating changes.

v

Final draft of submissions are put
together on the basis of available space,
composite ratings by staff, and balance
of issue contents. Final decisions are
made by Editor-in-Chief.

v

Submissions not published are held for
consideration for a following issue. •
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Peace is the accomplice of unanimity
People resent intervention
rather than their own creation
Reach out and touch
and you appreciate the value in others •

Cope With Change
Babs Radner

Many years ago my older brother used to
say, “learn, now, learn.” Well, I followed his
advice and recently learned about a phrase
new to me: Cope With Change. Surely that is
what we all do here at NewBridge on the
Charles.
At one of my college reunions I was asked to
compare my new life in a continuing care
community with my years at college.
I responded as follows. I now live on the
top floor of my building as I did at college.
The Charles River at NBOC is similar to
Paradise Pond at college. The library here at
NBOC is near my apartment as it was at
college, and where incidentally I did all my
studying. If I eventually move to assisted
living at NBOC I will equate it to my
returning to college for a master's degree.
In short, I very much enjoy my life here at
NBOC, as I did at college, and I feel that I
am coping with change. •
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Advice

mosphere and unable to open the windows
because of the heavy rain, my raincoat and
then my hat came off. Then logically, as the
temperature continued to rise, a further
search was made for the offensive element.
The raincoat was unfolded, then folded
again. I really have difficulty writing this.
The inner band of my new hat was – yes, all
covered with the offensive matter! And my
hair – well, the less said the better.
How any parent can allow a child to behave in such an outrageous manner toward
an uncle is beyond my power of comprehension. I have never been treated in so cavalier
a manner by any of my nieces or nephews.
Try as I can, I find it impossible to see any
humor in such an immature action. The fact
that my hat and I were outcasts for the remainder of the trip, that a thorough washing
and shower were required immediately upon
our return, that my hat is ruined, only partially prompt this letter. I am, however, concerned with the principle of the thing.
As previously stated, unless prompt and
effective controls are instituted to prevent
this type of occurrence from repeating, your
daughter runs the risk of becoming a social
outcast. I must also caution you that the responsibility in large measure rests with the
parents. While I am not an expert in these
matters, one control that has proven effective in similar cases is the wearing of diapers
and rubber pants. Of course, the effectiveness of these artificial controls depends upon
their proper installation. I do suggest, however, that you investigate this technique.
I further trust that by the time of my
next visit, the situation will be well under
control and that no danger of further incidents of this type will remain.
So with continued love (in spite of all
this), I send you my best wishes and hopes
for the proper development of your daughter.
I plan never to refer to this matter again.

Ed Broad
I recently came across this 1963 letter
written to my sister and her husband following a visit to them.

Dear Naomi and Mickey,
Being a person of better than average temperament, it is rare indeed when I am
moved to address a letter of complaint, and
never have I been forced to take issue in
writing with the activity or behavior of a
niece or nephew. After long, concerted and
considered evaluation, however, I feel that
the action of your daughter, my niece Pamela, must be brought to the parents' attention. Unless prompt and effective controls
are instituted, I fear for the normal development of your child and for her ability to
assume her rightful place in present society.
As you recall, on Friday last my family's
visit to Springfield was drawing to a close. It
was raining relatively hard, but I had the
foresight to bring both a raincoat and my
new, never before worn hat. So with that
protection, I proceeded to pack both clothing
and the excessive amount of food normally
bestowed upon children by every mother
whenever visiting the child’s home.
While loading the car, I was troubled by
the suggestion of an odor familiar to all parents who ever had to change a child's diaper. After a thorough search of the car and
the soles of my shoes, I was convinced,
however, that the odor must be emanating
from outside the car, so packing continued,
and in due time we were able to wave goodbye and start our homeward journey. We
were delighted. The food smelled good: fresh
bread, chicken soup, knaidlach, roast beef,
turkey, stuffing, chopped liver, salami, sour
pickles, melon, coffee cake. All aromas mingled to fill the car with mouth-watering delight. Yet, perceptibly above it all, that old
familiar odor, not usually discussed in polite
society.
So on we drove, and as the car warmed
up, becoming steamy in the hot, humid at-
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Eddie
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Big Country

Next, we developed a method for making
sure that we would be able to stay within our
budget, which was supposed to average only
$20 per night. Each pre-arranged motel
reservation for the trip west cost about $10,
for one air-conditioned room that slept four,
and had a swimming pool on the property.
We would shop for food every few days to
keep in our cooler, which Richard kept filled
with ice. We ate a cereal breakfast in our
room. Carol made sandwiches for lunch,
usually bologna or peanut butter and jelly.
Diane was responsible for the cleanup.
It turned out to be a great trip, but in
this limited space I’ll concentrate on the
highlights I remember best.

Susan Green

Our first stop was my parents’ house on
Long Island. Although they emphatically said
they could not believe we were undertaking
such a long trip they sent us off with lunch
and many snacks for the road.
By nightfall we arrived in Washington
DC, and what luck. The next day we visited
Arlington National Cemetery. Not only were
we extremely moved by the rows after rows
of graves, but also by the ultimate sacrifice
made by those who died for their country.
Then we watched an impressive military
Tattoo from the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial. It made us proud to be American.

It’s June 31, 1972. Malcolm is in our
driveway teaching our 15 year old son
Richard how to change a tire on our newly
acquired used Plymouth Satellite. Why are
they doing this? Because Carol, age 12,
Richard, age 15, Diane, age 9, and I are
leaving the next morning on a cross-country
trip. How did this come to be? Well, in midJune I realized that the family had no plans
for summer vacation so there would be an
opportunity to enjoy a special experience.
What about a car trip?
The next day I went to the local AAA and
soon struck gold. With the advice and help of
my travel consultant, I left with maps,
sightseeing destinations, motel information,
a daily travel route, and a definite plan.
Malcolm was still working, but he would join
us in Los Angeles so the family could spend
the rest of the trip together.
We had one unbreakable rule. Each child
had to keep a daily journal, recording his or
her impressions and feelings about the day’s
activities. In spite of their initial resistance
they were told that they could not go
swimming or have special treats until that
task was done. We were provided with
special memories of the trip for many years
to come.
The Bridge

In New Orleans many special treats awaited
us. We were met by the aunt of a friend who
took us to hear jazz in the French Quarter —
a new experience for us — and to large
plantations, beautiful except for the
upsetting, primitive slave quarters. She had
us try exotic new foods at gourmet
restaurants; none of us will ever forget the
yummy taste of the delicious and fattening
beignets that she bought us.
From El Paso, Texas we crossed the border
to visit Juarez, Mexico. Going through
customs to cross the border was an exciting
experience. We had planned this excursion
because we had relatives who had settled
there. It was an opportunity to shop for
beautiful silver, taste unique food, and have
fun watching the kids trying to bargain and
communicate with Spanish-speaking
shopkeepers and waiters.
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At scenic Lake Tahoe, Nevada, we had two
separate motel rooms. The kids had saved
up money to buy junk food. When they
heard us coming to their door they opened
up the window and threw their hard earned
booty into the lake!

We met Malcolm at the Los Angeles airport.
The kids were so glad to see their father that
they almost knocked him over.
During our visit to Disneyland we
screamed during the many scary rides, and
told each other that we had never seen such
an unusual and colorful fireworks display. We
will never forget Carol’s smile when she and
Goofy snuggled together and rubbed noses!

In Salt Lake City, Utah we visited the
impressive Mormon Tabernacle where we
listened to the incomparable choir. Outside
the temple we had to resist persistent efforts
to recruit us to the Mormon faith. We
emphatically told them to leave us alone. A
swim and a float in the Great Salt Lake made
Diane’s mosquito bites uncomfortable, but
then she put mud on them.
The awe-inspiring natural wonders of
Yellowstone National Park made a great
impression on all of us. We were amazed
each time Old Faithful erupted right on
schedule. While we were taking pictures of
waterfalls with vivid rainbows, a big black
bear appeared at the side of the road,
waiting to greet us! Our tent cabin came
with outside bathroom facilities, and we all
laughed at Malcolm — towel, soap, and
toothbrush in hand, leading the parade to
the shared bathroom so that we could
prepare for bed.
Colorado was a favorite state, providing
many diverse memories. At Mesa Verde we
scrambled down rope ladders into the kivas,
inspected the primitive caves where the
natives lived, and learned much about tribal
history. We took a raft trip down the
Colorado River with a naturalist who showed
us moose, deer, crocodiles and a scarce bald
eagle. He served cookies and lemonade in
his fully carpeted raft.

When we arrived in San Francisco I was glad
Malcolm was with us to navigate the steep
hills.
Fisherman’s Wharf was crowded and
smelly. We saw many fishing boats, many
restaurants, both fast food and gourmet. It
was fun to watch the cable cars turning
around and to contemplate the engineering
feats making that possible, as well as seeing
riders clinging nimbly to the outside of the
cars. We all agreed that the chocolates at
Ghirardelli Square were the best in the
world, and were immensely saddened by the
history of Alcatraz prison and its famous
inmates.
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Returning home to Massachusetts we passed
through apple picking country. We stopped
and each collected a bag of our favorite
varieties — a last souvenir of our fabulous
trip. Once home, we realized that although
the direct distance one way across the
United States is approximately 3.000 miles,
our speedometer showed that we had
traveled a distance of more than 12,000
miles.
This is indeed a big country! •
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Small World

The Scarf

Murray Staub

Rita Fireman

During my “middle years” I decided to go to
Law School. I managed with great difficulty
and angst to graduate and pass the Bar in
New Jersey. I kept my day job throughout
and regretted that I had not pursued the
Law at an earlier age. Somehow, though, I
became the Town Attorney of the small town
of Mountainside, N.J.
New Jersey had enacted a statute
limiting the number of liquor licenses based
on population. If a town had more licenses at
the time of the enactment, they were
grandfathered in. Mountainside (population
of about 7000) had three or four. These are
valuable tax revenue, so we were careful to
hold on to them. If a bar or restaurant had
one, and closed, goodby to the license.
Years later, my story begins. I worked in
the garment industry and was posted to
Hong Kong for three years. During that time,
I traveled extensively throughout Asia and
visited Bangkok, Thailand many times. One
evening at dinner with our supplier, a rather
young Chinese man sat next to me. His
English was so good that I was sure he had
lived in America for a time. So, to make
conversation, I asked him where he had
been in America and what was he doing
there. It turned out that he worked for a
Chinese restaurant in Morristown, NJ that
was so famous in the state that I knew of it.
“So then what did you do?” I asked. “Well,
we were looking to open another restaurant”
he answered. “Where?” I asked.
To my surprise he answered
“Mountainside, NJ”. My town! I suddenly
thought of my time as town attorney. “You
didn't open it, did you?” “No” he answered.
“You couldn't get your liquor license, right?”
I said. He looked perplexed. “I am sorry to
tell you that I wouldn't give it to you”. Can
you imagine a chance meeting that results in
that end?
The back story is that the people trying
to open the restaurant dug the foundation
but stalled giving us enough financial info to
ensure their success. The mayor turned to
me at a council meeting and said, "Murray,
what should we do?" I said, “F... ‘em.
Denied!” It is a small world. •

Claire wore a brown silk scarf
embroidered with red gold leaves.
She tied it into a turban around her head
where her black curls used to tumble
before the hair fell out in wispy strands
from the chemo.
Her father who never paid any attention
to anything she ever wore
told her the scarf was pretty.
After she tucked in the folds
it was easier to look in the mirror.
She thought of pictures of Carmen Miranda
in a splashy turban and a big toothy smile.
Ole! Chiquita Banana
Down South America Way.
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Claire had a book about scarves
describing five different ways
to wrap a head.
It began with the Basic Babushka
and moved on to the turbans Rosette,
Crisscross and Sporting.
Her favorite was the Braided Sheik,
a four scarf wrap
that whisked her into The Arabian Nights
on a white horse festooned with bells.
The mirror in the hall
is covered with a black cloth
as is the custom.
Her father gives me the brown silk scarf.
Sometimes I wear it over my hair. •

NewBridge Resident Tom Hollyday
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Clifford, the Big Red Dog

day, with a sad heart, we departed for
home.

D iana Bronner

About a week later, the phone rang with
news that Dog, now named Clifford, had
been found, was now in a “foster home” and
being well taken care of. There were high
praises for him and what a wonderfully
sweet animal he was. My heart sang until
about a month later, another call. The foster
parents were really from New Jersey and had
to leave Puerto Rico to fly home. There was
no other foster home to take Clifford and he
would have to be released to the streets
again.
By this time I had done a lot of reading
about Puerto Rico and its treatment of animals. There is a beach called “Dead Dog
Beach” where dogs are used as shooting targets. Dogs and cats are treated very inhumanely. I learned that thousands of people
will not vacation in Puerto Rico because of
their cruel treatment of animals. I knew
what the fate of this dog would be and I
couldn't accept it.

We had been renting a cottage on the beach
in Puerto Rico and it was near the end of our
stay.
I contemplate my lovely surroundings,
when suddenly a dog shows up. It is big like
a retriever, but red. His tail is wagging tentatively, his ribs are showing through his
gaunt body and his eyes sink into mine, saying, “I'm hungry, please feed me.” I have no
dog food, all I have is chicken which is for
John's dinner on this, our last night. How can
I give the dog that?
As I am in my stunned state, the dog
gives up on me; slowly, with great dignity,
he turns and walks away disappearing from
my view. Seeing it leave galvanizes me into
action and I said to myself, “of course I can
give it John's dinner” and I went out into the
street, looking, looking, but it had just melted away. I had no name to call it by, spoke
no Spanish to ask a neighbor about the visitor.
I went back to my chair feeling hot tears
rolling down my face, knowing that I let
down this beautiful, starving animal. John
suddenly appeared from his nap, asking
what had happened. I told him, then said “I
can't stay,” and bolted for the beach.
When I finally returned, there was John,
sitting on the porch. He put his finger to his
lip, pointing down. There was Dog, sleeping
quietly at his feet. While I was away, Dog
had returned and John had given him the
chicken. After eating ravenously, but with
gentle manners, Dog, when finished, had
raised his paw, placed it on John's leg, said
“thank you”, curled up at his feet and fell
asleep.
I ran to the phone and called a woman I
had met earlier in in our stay who was part
of an animal rescue organization. She had
helped me with some cat rescue work. I told
her about the dog, that we were leaving the
next day, and I had no food for him. Within
15 minutes she was at our door with a bag
of dog food. By this time Dog had left, but
she said she would keep an eye out for him.
We exchanged phone numbers and the next
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With a lot of maneuvering, I worked out a
deal with the foster family to bring Clifford
back with them on their flight. An old, but
large crate was “borrowed,” ticket purchased
and Clifford was ready to fly. I started asking
around to find a home for Clifford. Tim, the
wonderful maintenance man at our previous
condo community, said that though they had
other dogs, his young son had always wanted a “real” dog – a Big Clifford, and that he
would be happy to surprise him with this
one. I drove to New Jersey with a friend,
where we picked up Clifford at the airport,
and with great joy drove him “home”.
Clifford has lived ever so happily with his
new family. Tim says of Clifford, “he has
been one of the best dogs we've ever
owned.” He is kind, very gentle and loyal.
Clifford quickly learned how to unlatch the
front door and roam the neighborhood, but
everyone loves this Big Red Dog; even the
police pick him up and happily bring him
home. He is currently living at University
with Tim's son, and so it is a “happily ever
after” story. •
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Torah in My House

Neil and the Professor

Sybil Gladstone

Bobbie Goldberg

At the tender age of eleven, I moved with
my parents and younger brother from the
safe haven of Brooklyn to the small town of
Middleboro, Mass. In that Depression era,
my father had been offered a good position
managing his uncle's business. We tore
ourselves away from all the loving relatives
who lived nearby to relocate far away.
Middleboro had good schools, a fine
library and friendly neighbors, but no
synagogue. After spending the High Holy
Days of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
camping out with Boston friends in order to
attend services, my parents decided to follow
a new path the following year. They would
gather the few Jewish families who lived in
town and hold services at the Grange Hall.
This would require extensive planning, and
perhaps some persuasion.
My dad and his good friend Abe Kramer
visited members of the Jewish community
and found support for the new proposal. A
trip to Boston yielded a Torah, purchased by
my uncle, as well as a set of prayer books.
My father built a small ark with a white satin
drawstring curtain trimmed in gold.
The burning question remained: who
would conduct the services? Again my dad
took the initiative and corresponded with the
Jewish Theological Seminary in New York to
arrange for one of their students to lead us
in prayer. Every erev Rosh Hashanah a
devout young man would travel by train
from New York, to be our house guest; we
had the only kosher home in town. Thus I
met a series of aspiring rabbis who devoted
themselves to prayer but joined us for
meals.
At services, my friend Charlotte and I
endured the Hebrew prayers as long as
possible, then moved to the back of the
room to talk and giggle until my grandfather
shot us dark looks. When the holidays
ended, the prayer books and the ark were
stored on the second floor of my house, with
the Torah. I felt its presence all year long. It
was a great honor to have a Torah living in
my house. •

My husband Paul had received his PhD in
chemistry at Yale, and was concentrating on
cancer research. He received a National
Institute of Health (NIH) grant from the U.S.
Government to do research at the Hebrew
University in Jerusalem. Off we went to live
there for two years with two small children.
There were many difficult, as well as
wonderful, exciting experiences while we
lived there.
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Since we were one of the rare families who
did not have family living there, we always
shared every experience with the children so
that they would not be alone. We could
never have anybody take care of them. One
night my husband came home with exciting
news. We had been asked to host a famous
professor from M.I.T. who had arrived from
America!
When he arrived at our apartment we had
the children sit with him while we were
preparing to serve dinner. While he sat with
our four and seven year olds, he told them
that he had traveled all over the world and
spoke many languages. This was his first trip
to Israel, and not being Jewish, he found the
language very difficult. He was fascinated by
the small country. He had known that young
children had an easy time learning a new
language; he found that our son Neil was
able to speak very well. He said that Neil
would be able to help him.
Imagine my husband's joy. To think that
his very young son was tutoring one of the
greatest scientific minds! Neil kept telling
him that he should listen carefully whenever
he would say a word, and that he should try
to repeat exactly the same way. Neil kept
telling the professor that he had to try
harder.
It was both humorous and amazing, until
Neil was satisfied. Finally after quite some
time it was a successful experience – a truly
very special time for all. •
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My Several Valentines

Guide for the Perplexed

Liane Reif- Lehrer

Charles Weinstein
“...like every other writer, he measured other
men’s virtues by what they had accomplished,
yet asked that other men measure him by what
he planned someday to do ”
The Secret Miracle, Jorge Luis Borges

Love.
What is love?
The familiar whistle that tells me
You are here, home again,
Ready to share your thoughts,
Warm food, an embrace.
Love is seeing her eyes sparkle,
Barely containing the excitement she feels
Over this or that she has newly discovered.
Love is the glow I feel when he is
Satisfied with the labor of his day.
Love is seeing his painting on the wall,
Her photograph, black and white
and insightful,
Your new accomplishment and
Your pleasure in mine.
Love is us — laughing together,
Dancing together ——Engrossed in endless talk
Of inter-generational feelings
That bring tears to my eyes
And puzzle them —
They have not felt the
Passing of so many decades.
Love.
What is love?
It is not what I thought it was
When I was twenty-one. •

He was too old to cry – his eyes were all
dried up. Dry eye it’s called. He wanted to
cry. Lying in bed that morning he had
reached for the remote that was on the night
stand; the mirror had fallen and broken.
Oh God, Dear God, he had broken the
mirror that had belonged to his mother – the
mirror with the mother of pearl around the
glass and on the handle, a pretty mirror.
Lately he’d begun to misjudge distances and
stuff had fallen from his hands. But he
always was a little sloppy, and the night
stand was too small to hold the junk: the
glasses, the wallet, the keys, the two TV
controls, the table lamp, the telephone, the
mirror, the box of tissues, maybe a book,
sometimes his watch if he remembered to
take it off. The clock was on the other night
stand, on the other side of the bed where his
wife had slept.
When he looked in the mirror sometimes
he saw the kid he was – blond hair, neatly
hidden by a white beret; a kid with short
pants buttoned to his shirt, a wooden wagon
with the kid half in it, a leg folded under him
in the wagon and the other leg pumping, and
the white shoes. In the background, a white
cat with a little gray. He wouldn’t have
remembered, but there was a small photo
that had survived. The pants buttoned to the
shirt – ah that’s another story.
But, Dear God, he’d broken the mirror.
Now it was Dear God not the God-damn-it of
younger days. He’d said Dear God like Have
pity Dear God. What are you doing to me,
nibbling at my strengths, making me humble
and weak.
He couldn’t decide; should he stay in bed
and feel bad or should he get out of bed and
visit his grandson, a junior at UMass. It was
a no brainer – he’d go see Jeff, wake him up
and they’d go for a walk. Like John Adams
said to his son John Quincy, it's good for you
to get off your ass and go for a walk. He’d
wake Jeff up, they’d go for a walk, he’d walk
his ass off. It was a no brainer. •

We Need More Stories!
The Bridge cannot exist without your stories.
Most of you have lived interesting lives.
On informal occasions, we have heard
fascinating stories from you that help us
know you better. These are stories we would
be proud to publish in The Bridge.
Many of you have written stories for
your children and grandchildren. Dig them
out and send them to John Averell. If they
need editing, we will edit them.
If you need help writing a new story, we
will help.
Also, take a look at the box on the last
page of this issue.

The Bridge
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Stockings

which Stockings did not attend, I had
received papers from everyone but her.

Ed Goldstein

On the Friday evening of that week, the
department had its semi-annual party for
faculty and students. Almost all of my
students were there. Stockings arrived,
alone, about thirty minutes after everyone
else. She soon attracted the usual crowd of
admirers.
As the party wound down, I found myself
talking to one of my male students. I noticed
him look past me, his face brightening.
Soon, I felt the pressure of something soft
and warm against my elbow. I turned and
saw Stockings snuggling up to me. The
student who had been talking to me
suddenly excused himself and moved away.
I found myself backed into the corner, with
Stockings talking to me from about three
inches away.
“Ed, I’ve been really busy ... I couldn’t
finish my paper.”
“Yes, so I noticed.”
“I really can’t afford to flunk this course,
Ed. Is there anything I can do to pass it?”
Just in case I had trouble deciphering
that message, Stocking put one hand
warmly on my arm and batted her eyes at
me. No kidding. My Id went into overtime.
What to do? After all, I was between
marriages at the time.
After a pause that, even to me, went on
far too long, I did what any right-thinking
red-blooded male would do. I leaned over
and spoke softly into her ear:
“Here’s what we can do: I’ll give you an
Incomplete and, if you turn in a reasonable
paper during the next couple of weeks, you’ll
be just fine.”
Her response seemed subdued, as if she
had expected a different answer:
“Thanks, Ed. That’s great.”
After she walked away, the head of the
department, an old friend, walked over to
talk to me:
“I see Stockings has been giving you the
treatment. What’s the matter: is her paper
late?”
“You got it, Red. ... By the way, I meant
to ask you: What’s the department’s policy
on giving incompletes and grading late
papers?”
(continued at bottom of next column) ->

For almost two years, I was an assistant
adjunct professor at NYU’s Graduate School
of the Arts. Alternate semesters, I taught
courses in telecom regulation and telecom
technology.
Most of my students had full-time jobs
and attended classes at night. As everyone
who has ever taught them knows, evening
classes are a challenge to teachers and
students alike: both have put in a full day’s
work and are tired. It is difficult to work up
much excitement and energy.
Yet, there can be sparks. A lecture and
discussion based on testimony I might have
given the week before, inspired insights by a
bright student, exciting class participation
and controversial guests can create them.
And sometimes, a little sexual frisson helps.
In one of my classes, a 26-year-old woman,
known to the faculty as “Stockings,” did a
splendid job of creating this frisson. She had
acquired her nickname by wearing a variety
of patterned, colored stockings, which her
micro skirts did little to conceal. Her
customary seat was in the middle of the
front row, which provided her maximum
visibility to both students and teachers.
During class breaks, most of the male
students seemed to gather around her.
During class, she managed to attract more
than her share of the instructor’s attention
as well. She eagerly participated in class
discussions, albeit contributing very little to
its intellectual content. But, as all teachers
know, the intellectual dimension is not the
only useful dimension in teaching. If nothing
else, she did keep the instructor alert.
Her written assignments were painful to
read. She couldn’t spell, she couldn’t type,
she had trouble constructing a coherent
sentence, and her grasp of the subject
matter was tenuous at best. It was
remarkable that she had advanced all the
way to graduate school.
As the semester drew to a close, I
assigned a paper to the class. Not a very
hard paper, but nevertheless one that would
require some research, some thinking, and
some writing. By the date of the last class,
The Bridge
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Identical Twins
Jerry Sands

There are many families with twins, but
seldom do they look completely identical as
they continue to age. My father Sam and his
twin Harry had a number of great stories.
As young boys growing up in Boston’s West
End, one of them took a baseball glove not
belonging to them. When the owner
approached Sam, he said Harry took it.
When he approached Harry he said Sam took
it. One day he caught both of them together
and kicked both their butts, according to my
dad.
Schooling ended in grade six, as the
twins had to help supplement the family
income. They became newsboys, often
referred to as “the fat twins.”
My father told me that when Harry got
married he stood in the receiving line so his
brother could take a bathroom break. The
twins, with stories I was not allowed to hear,
often fooled both my aunt Jessie and Mother.

Sam (on right) and Harry with their mother

It appears they both had an agreement to do
the same.

As I was growing up, I became aware when I
was with my dad and he was mistaken for
Harry, he would simply assume what Harry
would say, rather than saying he was Sam.

When I was seven, my father decided to
change the family name from Sandofsky to
Sands. Apparently, his business associates
shortened it for him, calling him “Sandy” or
“Sands.” In 1942 our attorney neighbor
officially completed the task. Brother Harry
remained a Sandofsky. When we visited my
bubbe and zayde the week after, my zayde
was fuming. In his heavy east European
accent he said “here comes my son with the
full-of-shit name.”

<- (continued from previous column)
“You’re the professor, Ed. It’s up to you.”
Then she laughed and added:
“And I don’t want to know what you
worked out with her.”
Oh!
A few minutes later, I left the party. I
noticed Stockings talking earnestly and
closely with the brightest student in my
class. Male, of course. She appeared to be
giving him the treatment.

My favorite story occurred when they were
middle-aged and staying at the same resort
hotel in Florida. They were both at the pool
when Harry decided to get a haircut. When
he came back my father asked if the barber
was busy. When Harry said he wasn’t, Sam
went down. The barber did a double take
and said “Didn’t I just give you a haircut?”
My father answered, “I guess my hair grows
fast.” •

Two weeks later, I received her paper via
FedEx. It was pretty good, far beyond
anything I knew her to be capable of. In
fact, I thought I could tell quite accurately
who had helped her with it. I gave her a B.
What else could I do?
Besides, I was rather pleased that she
had come to me first. •
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Abraham Mitchell’s Story

that he should take it and look for a better
place in the world. They had no idea how
far he could go on 47 rubles, but youth
and ambition, coupled with fear, gave him
the courage to start. He eventually got to
London, where he earned barely enough
for sustenance, and saw enough of the life
of a lower-class Englishman to decide that
he would rather be an American. He had
an older brother in Brooklyn who
promised to send him a ship card that
would provide passage on a steamship. A
ticket came eventually and he got to New
York January 27, 1906.
His first act in the New World was to
buy a ship ticket for his girl, to bring her
here. It cost $38, and he paid it out $1
per week. They were married on March 3,
1907, just in time for the 1907 depression
during Teddy Roosevelt’s administration.
Jobs were scarce. Copying his brother, a
“customer peddler,” he set up as a street
vendor, and soon began to realize profits,
but taking out cash for the needs of his
family was difficult because the cash was
needed to replace the goods sold. He
realized that he was undercapitalized, so
he sold his small business and went
looking for something else. He found it in
Boston, a small lunchroom. The proceeds
of the New York sale covered the down
payment, and he was now in a food
service business that worked him seven
days a week from 6 am until 1 pm. Hard
work but it paid well. That one event
started a process in which he brought
over his sister with her family and bought
them a lunchroom in Chelsea, and his
brother from New York and bought him a
grocery store in Chelsea, and his father.
Then came the magic event that
makes this family different. From Russia
he brought his wife’s two sisters. His two
brothers married his wife’s two sisters.
The extended family now had three
brothers married to three sisters. He and
his wife had six children, three boys and
three girls. Of the other two couples one
had five children, two boys and three
girls, while the other had only three girls.
These children included three Lillians and
three Rebeccas. Two of the Rebeccas
happened to be in the same home room at

Al and Rea Rosen

Rea’s father was born in 1883 in Tomashpol,
in his words “somewhere in the Ukraine.”
This tale is my rewrite of his story titled “The
Story of an Immigrant” that he wrote in his
own style for his children.
Abraham Mitchell was one of thirteen
children, three of whom died, leaving ten
to fill their home. The oldest was born
when their mother was thirteen years old.
Their father was employed as a
woodcutter in a forest; he left home on
Sunday and returned on Friday. Jews were
barred from Russian schools, so the
children were educated in Jewish schools,
for which the parents had to pay. As the
children grew up, the older ones left their
crowded home to find work. By the time it
became Abraham’s turn their family was
smaller, and his father dreamed of
preparing him to become a rabbi. That did
not happen.
His first work was as a bookkeeper in
a wholesale grocery store, where he was
trained in the mathematics of
bookkeeping.
Their father took the family to Odessa,
where various misfortunes overtook them.
Abraham did not find work there. Their
mother died at age 43. Their father
returned to Tomashpol where he married
another woman, leaving the younger
children in the care of their older siblings.
Eventually Abraham found a job in the
laboratory of a factory that made cement.
He made test samples of cement, an easy
routine task that he came to like. That is,
until a sample was too complicated for
him to handle, and the Director himself,
who had degrees in chemistry, took it
over, leaving Abraham to observe and
learn. He did, and was soon respected
enough to be trusted to grow with the job.
He had a girlfriend and he planned to get
married and settle down where he was.
Then, on October 5, 1905, there was a
pogrom in Odessa that killed 614 Jewish
people in three days. He and she decided
that they would bring up a family
somewhere else in the world. They had 47
rubles between them, and they agreed
The Bridge
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Winter

school at the same time. To avoid
confusing their teacher one (my wife)
called herself Rea, and the other one
called herself Betty. The third Rebecca,
who was older, adopted the name Rea.
That describes also the three families as
they existed when I joined them, and I do
mean “joined them.” By that time some of
these children had children. A High
Holiday gathering at the house of Rea’s
parents bore a strong resemblance to
Bedlam.
My own story intrudes here. In the
summer of 1938 I had a job in Boston. A
restaurant on Essex Street, called “New
Premier”, had a lunch special offering a
huge corned beef sandwich with coffee for
25 cents. I went there often, not only for
the bargain lunch but also to look at the
pretty cashier who had long blonde hair
and a winning smile. Little did I know that
five years later she would be my wife.
Abraham Mitchell owned that restaurant. •

Barbara Rosenfield

Years ago — a few? several? many! — when
we were young newlyweds, Jay and I went
on the first of many ski trips to N.H.
mountains. No fancy resort, comfortable ski
lodge, or quaint country inn for us - we
elected to camp out in a rustic Dartmouth
Outing Club cabin in the woods of the
Franconia Notch area. What greenhorns we
were!
My mother, worried that we would starve in
the wilds of NH, sent us off with several
beautiful, thick prime beef steaks and kosher
fat hot dogs. When we arrived at the hut,
after wading in through several feet of deep
snow, we found there was no electricity of
course, and no refrigerator. We decided we
had better bury the meat in the snow to
keep it fresh. HA! No need to- the cabin itself
was like a giant ice box, as we discovered,
shivering all night.
Next morning tracks in the snow showed
that some animals had quite a treat with our
meals. The rest of the week we lived on
peanut butter sandwiches. Good protein
anyway.
In the cabin we found wooden cots for
our sleeping bags, and a wood stove – not
wooden, so it could not burn up, as I had
feared. There was a note on it that advised
us to remove carefully the mouse nest inside
as "they live here all year, and you are only
here for a short visit".
After shoveling our way to a frigid outhouse (no running water, except for the
brook nearby) and chopping wood for the
fireplace and stove, we finally got to go
skiing at Cannon Mountain. It was great. Our
Apres Ski life was also great. We went to the
local town hall for the Saturday night movie
- usually an old Western. That was really a
treat because they had rest rooms with flush
toilets.
Perhaps luxurious ambiance was lacking, but
the scenery — snow, brook, forest,
mountains — was glorious. We had so much
fun, and were a lot better prepared for our
many future excursions. •

NewBridge Resident Helene Ross
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Budapest

delighted that he could speak Hungarian to
us that we spent a long time visiting with
him and examining the beautifully crafted
items displayed there. We all had a good
laugh when my friend Irma tried on a very
pretty peasant blouse and the shop owner
delivered a very long compliment in
Hungarian saying how beautiful she looked
wearing the blouse. When we asked Al to
translate, he related that the shop owner
had said the blouse looked terrific due to
Irma's "magnificent boobs." When the four of
us burst into loud laughter, he seemed very
distressed and Al attempted to tell him that
it was all in fun but he didn't know how to
say joke in Hungarian. Eventually, all was
straightened out and the shop owner also
had a good laugh.
Another highlight of the day was the trip
back to our hotel. The ferry was filled with
young boys and girls returning from a school
outing. They were covered with fake tattoos
which they were very pleased to exhibit for
our examination. They were intrigued that Al
could converse with them in Hungarian and
also able to read a book written in English.
They all crowded around him asking many
questions about America. They wanted to
know what he did for a living, how many
children he had and where he lived. He had
an absolutely wonderful time chatting with
them and answering everything they asked
on a wide variety of subjects.
Bob also introduced us to an attorney in
Budapest and we had dinner with him along
with his mother who did not speak any
English. We assigned Al to be her dinner
partner and they got along really well and he
was so very proud that he could carry on a
conversation with her. She asked about his
education and career and offered similar
information about herself. She especially
directed him to tell us that it is very
important that we use cucumbers on our
eyelids to enhance our eye appearance. We
were also invited to come to her home the
following day for a special Hungarian cooking
lesson but we had to decline as we were
leaving Budapest early the next morning to
return to Connecticut.
It was a great trip and we have
wonderful memories! •

Sheila Klein
With our friends Irma and Bob, we decided
to visit Budapest. Al, my husband was very
excited about this trip because his parents
came from Hungary and spoke Hungarian in
their home. He was looking forward once
again to using the Hungarian language that
he grew up with and utilized a tape recorder
during his morning walk to refresh his ability
to converse. He took charge of all the plans
and did the necessary research for this trip.
In addition, through Bob's work as a Patent
Attorney, he arranged for us to meet some
of his associates in Budapest and they
introduced us to local places that we would
not have found by ourselves.
We traveled on the Orient Express. A
friend of mine mentioned that she had
communicated with a pen pal from Hungary
for many years. We contacted them when we
arrived in Budapest and were invited to their
home for a very pleasant meeting with their
family and sampled some delicious
homemade Hungarian delicacies. We solved
the language problem with Al speaking
Hungarian and with me speaking Yiddish.
They replied in German and we managed to
understand each other without too much
difficulty and with much laughter!
Using the subway was challenging when
we did our own sightseeing. The escalators
were about two stories high and it was quite
frightening to look down when getting on.
We had to stay to the right (the slow lane)
and people would rush past us. While on the
train, we always had difficulty trying to
remember where to get off at our
destinations. That problem was solved by
talking very loud and trying to pronounce the
name of the stop we were looking for. The
other passengers were very amused with our
efforts and someone would always come to
our rescue.
One especially delightful day, we took a
ferry trip on the Danube out to the
countryside and wandered around the area
by ourselves. We purchased local crafts in
small shops with Al acting as interpreter.
One item that I particularly treasure is a
carved wooden plate that I purchased from a
man leaning out of an upstairs window.
In one shop, the proprietor was so
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My Bat Mitzvah

But as our dates came closer,
our nerves began to tingle.
Well, at least, we consoled ourselves,
we’ll not be having a single.
We worried so frenetic,
Our anxieties, pathetic.
But our teachers, diplomatic –
promised results, dramatic.
And as we took a deeper look at things
so much in favor,
Fears and doubts were made to rout
and faith refused to waver.
We grew, and in our growing
we questioned and tried to find
the kind of things worth knowing –
Enrichment of the mind.
And the history of our people,
our heritage so true
Made us ever prouder to be called a Jew.
With Hadassah’s dedication,
inspiration from heaven above,
It was a trip worth taking,
truly a labor of love.
And now the journey is over,
We worked hard, but we had fun.
And yet one cannot help but feel,
We’ve only just begun.
One day after our classes were over,
Hadassah pointed a finger at me and said:
“I need a volunteer to help me with the
incoming class to teach Hebrew reading and
trope (chanting).” I dared not refuse this
command and did so most happily for about
15 years until her death a few years ago.
She was truly an extraordinary woman and a
cherished friend. I miss her presence in my
life. •

Nancy Parritz
I wrote and delivered the following Dvar
Torah on the occasion of my adult Bat
Mitzvah at Temple Emanuel of Newton
several years ago. It was the culmination of
a two-year intensive course of study under
the expert teaching and guidance of the late
Hadassah Blocker and guided by Rabbi
Samuel Chiel. That learning experience had
a profound effect on me, adding a whole new
dimension to my life. I now read Torah on
occasion and have chanted the Haftorah on
Yom Kippur morning at Temple Emanuel
every year since. And so I wrote:
Into our home there comes each day
Quantities of mail, and always
from the Temple a letter without fail.
And so this day I opened one and,
There inside I see the announcement of
adult Bat Mitzvoth!
It had never occurred to me!
“Who, me?” I vaguely thought.
“Why not?” I said and then,
“I’m the only one who hasn’t
in a household full of men!”
Soon a meeting was called at which
those interested did gather.
Can you come Mondays?
No, I can’t.
Wednesday mornings, rather.
And so our class began
with Hadassah at the head.
We bought our books and then to work.
We read, and read, and read.
And as we met and studied
and said our Aleph, Bais,
We found ourselves emerging slowly
from the haze.
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Want to Write a Story for The Bridge, but Don’t Know How?
It isn’t that hard, but if you’ve never written a short memoir it can be hard to know where to begin.
Or what simple rules will make a story more interesting, e.g., tell only one story with interesting
details, skip the boring details; dig deeper.
If you are interested in attending a two-session seminar on this topic before summer comes,
send an email to Ed Goldstein (eg.thebridge@gmail.com). It will take a minimum of six
participants to get this going.
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